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Primary Source Citation: (as brief skimmed of) Sophie Kinsella (by); Shopaholic & Sister 

What if the bag were a Being.  

“reflection” of bag is compromise or is subjugation for lust; and-or what might be known as lust : instead 

of staring at another Being ; you are now evaluating the/ a bag.  

Basic notes: underline[s] added in quoted text for emphasis 

“I lead her off the main high street, away from the pedestrianized shopping precinct, and turn left down 

a cobbled side road. As we walk, I hitch my Angel bag on my shoulder, admiring its reflection in a shop 

window across the street.”  

Also sounds like an advertisement for cited: V.S.  
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criminology cues: “lead her off …” 

“ … main high street” in the perspective of the perhaps potential perpetrator outside of regular reading 

context; what is considered by the such it is; “main” part of this “high street”  

& the answer: “ … the pedestrianized shopping precinct … ” = (in perspective of …) “ main high street” 

Then of course perhaps that is of course we have the sign and or present/current marker of what “off” 

looks like and or presents as: 

“ … cobbled side road …” = (in the comprehended sight of the …) “… off the main high street …” 

 

Other thoughts to consider: 

Will the bag/ a bag; work as a subjugation of lust and thus, then further: spiritual development; in the 

context of cited: v.s. artistic promise; it seems it’s an utilizable motif: conception.  

So target marker: killing goal: reforming and or transforming and or correcting: lust 

(think of synonymous inklings of lust)  

Modality-ized to a bag’s purposed sight;  

Perhaps an incision into the reason for art development: examination.  

 


